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Considered the finest example of contemporary BMW styling, good original E24s, particularly
early Karmann built examples are now quite rare and have become highly collectable, along
with the later M6 and Alpina variations. The E24's successor, the E63 6 Series , was released in
after a year hiatus. Although the E31 8 Series was released as production of the E24 was
ending, the 8 Series is considered a separate model line and therefore not a successor to the E
The E24 was designed by Paul Bracq. However, Bob Lutz rejected the proposal, eventually
leading to the shape of the E24 in its production form. Early series one E24s in original
condition are now quite rare, particularly Karmann assembled cars produced before August
Figures are for European specification models, unless otherwise stated. Initially, the E24 was
available with a 4-speed manual transmission Getrag , [15] a 5-speed manual transmission
Getrag , [15] or a 3-speed automatic transmission ZF 3HP In the automatic transmission was
upgraded to a 4-speed ZF 4HP Front suspension consists of MacPherson struts and the rear
suspension is independent semi-trailing arms. The steering uses a recirculating ball system
with power assistance. In , the equivalent model for the North American U. The new 6-series
coupe, coded E24, was introduced to the press in March , suggesting production commenced in
Karmann constructed the 6 series coupe, as well as the earlier BMW coupes. There were CS and
CSi totaly produced in the first year. Production of E24 continued in at Karmann as a complete
assembly until August, when only the steel body shell was made by Karmann and then shipped
to BMW's plant in Dingolfing for assembly. In July , the more powerful CSi variant was
introduced. The CSi featured a close-ratio 5-speed gearbox and a single piece black rear spoiler.
In the carburetted CS was replaced with the CSi; [25] this car had a fuel-injected 2. An anti-lock
braking system became available as an option. In , the fuel-injection systems changed from
Bosch L-jetronic to Bosch Motronic. In model year in the US , the E24 platform changed from
the E12 5 Series to the E28 5 Series , resulting changes to exterior styling, engines, chassis,
suspension, electronics and the interior. The struts in the new front suspension were
double-linked ones, making the car less likely to dip under hard braking. The new rear axle was
nearly identical to the trailing arm layout of the E28 i , with a new pitman arm to control camber
changes. The CSi became available with a wide-ratio 5-speed manual or a 4-speed automatic
transmission. E24s produced after June were fitted with ellipsoid headlamps, as per the recently
introduced E32 7 Series. The extended bumpers required by U. Although other markets offered
multiple E24 models, in North America only one model was available at any given time aside
from the M6. The CSi is powered by a fuel-injected version of the CS engine. This 3. In
September model year , the manual transmission for US cars was upgraded from a 4-speed to a
5-speed. A 3-speed automatic transmission was optional. In September , North American and
Japanese market models received a major facelift, as per the models sold in the rest of the
world. The L6 featured leather headliner and trim and an automatic gearbox. In , the engine was
upgraded to the M30B This engine has a capacity of 3. This upgraded engine resulted in
catalytic converter equipped United States models offering similar performance to European
models. The main difference between the M6 and its European counterpart, is that the S38
engine is used instead of the M Compared with the M88, the S38 has a catalytic converter , the
compression ratio reduced to 9. Standard equipment on the United States market M6 cars
included many features which were optional on the European cars, including heated power
seats, self-leveling rear suspension, beverage chiller cooled by an air-conditioning system
between the rear seats, air-conditioning vents for rear seat occupants, sunshade for rear
occupants and an 8 speaker premium sound system. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Isetta , LS, New Class sedans. Sports car. It was, in essence, a copy of the prewar R23 , which is
seen below. The end of the Second World War was accompanied by several strict prohibitions,
which curtailed industrial recovery in Germany. One of these referred to the manufacture of

motorcycles. This lasted until , when the Allies allowed BMW to build a very limited number of
specimens approximately of the prewar R23, which were assembled from spare parts stored in
warehouses. This was the first step toward lifting the ban in on the construction of motorcycles,
provided their capacity did not exceed cc. Thus was born the R24, officially presented in March
and quickly ordered in large numbers 3, units. The production of the R24 began on December
17, , and was stopped just 18 months later, after the production of more than 12, units. One
special feature of the R24 was the addition of a spring element and cush drive to mitigate the
rigidity of the transmission. Currently it is quite difficult to find a complete R24 with all its parts,
even one in need of restoration. It would be difficult to carry out restoration work due to the
poor availability of original spare parts. Because the R24 was the first postwar BMW, many of its
parts were left-over prewar parts for the R This can present difficulties for someone restoring an
R24 because prewar parts are harder to find than postwar parts. Here is a brand new R24 as it is
coming off the assembly line in Munich. Over 12, were built. The photo below is an R Click here
to see the R24's specifications. The photo below is of a R24 I purchased in I was in 4th grade
when it was built. Below: I am riding my R It runs! Below: Norm riding the Below right: the R24
is the only postwar BMW with a rigid rear end. The pages below are scanned from the BMW R24
sales brochure. The first image below shows the layout of the brochure in one view. Full page
spread above; separate quarters below. Here are the dimensions for pinstripes on a BMW R In
the photo below you see pinstripers working on R24 tanks and fenders in Munich ca. Here is
what you might have seen in the showroom of a BMW dealership in the late s. Click on the
photo below to see the R24's specifications: The tank and fenders of my R24 are out for
painting. The CS and CSi were the first models in the E24 manufactured in the year and later in
the year , a new and powerful variant CSi has been launched that featured black rear spoiler and
five speed gearbox. In the year the CS version has been launched with a 2. In the year and
several changes have been done to the E24 which included the new engine with a capacity of
cc, modified exteriors and interiors and a wider five speed automatic transmission. In the year
the MCSi has been launched. It featured mm wheels wrapped with Michelin TRX tires and the
engine delivered an output power of bhp. The E24 manufactured in the year featured one type of
bumper and ellipsoid headlamps and finally the production of the E24 has ended in the year It
featured a six cylinder incline engine with Bosch L-Jetronic fuel injection. The capacity of the
engine is cc; it delivered an output power of hp at rpm, lb-ft torque at rpm and the top speed is
about mph. It featured a six cylinder incline engine with single downdraft carburetor. The
capacity of the engine is cc; it delivered an output power of hp at rpm, lb-ft torque at 3, rpm and
the top speed is about mph. It featured a six cylinder incline engine with Bosch Motronic fuel
injection. The capacity of the engine is cc; it delivered an output power of hp at 5, rpm, lb-ft
torque at 4, rpm and the top speed is about mph. BMW E Follow Us on. The information you
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